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The strong consistency of M-estimators in linear models is considered. Under 
some conditions on the ratios of maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the infor- 
mation matrices the desired result is established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The M-estimators in the location problem were introduced by Huber [5] 
and were extended to the general linear model by Relies [ 111 and Huber [6]. 
Let Y, , y2 ,..., Y,,... be observations such that 
Yn=c;e+E,, (1.1) 
where 6 = (Or, 0, ,..., 0,) ’ is the vector of unknown regression parameters, 
c, = @,I, CnZ,..., CJ is the vector of known regression coefficients 
associated with the nth observation, and E,, Ed,..., E,,... are independent and 
identically distributed errors with distribution function F. An M-estimate 
based on y, , y, ,... y, is defined as the solution 8, of 
n 
C p( yi - crl3) = minimum, (1.2) 
i=l 
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where p is a real-valued function chosen by the statistician. If p is convex 
with derivative u/, then (1.2) is equivalent to 
i, W(Yi - ‘re> Ci = 0. (l-3) 
These estimators usually are not scale equivariant. To obtain scale 
equivariance, one can solve the equation 
(l-4) 
where B(y, ,..., y,) is an estimator of a scale parameter u satisfying 
QY, ,***, v,) = I a I w, 7.“) y,). Another method of obtaining a scale 
equivariant estimator is to solve the following simultaneous equations: 
and 
yi - C,‘e 
gx ( u ) = (n-P)L (l-6) 
where r is a constant, and x is chosen conveniently. 
If p(x) = x2, then one gets the classical least-squares estimators (LSE). 
Under some assumptions on the distribution F, Lai et al. [S, 91 showed that 
the LSE is strongly consistent if and only if 
nmin(c,‘cn) + C0 as rz+co, 
where &,,,,(A) is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A, and 
(1.7) 
T  
Cl 
T  
c,= c2 II ;; 
is the design matrix corresponding to the first n observations. The same 
condition had been derived earlier by Eicker [4] for the (weak) consistency 
of the LSE. Yohai and Maronna [14] showed that (1.7) is also what is 
needed for the (weak) consistency of an M-estimator in the general linear 
model. However, the problem of the strong consistency of M-estimators still 
awaits solution. 
Carroll and Ruppert [ 1 ] derived a sufficient condition for the strong 
consistency of the solution of (1.5) and (1.6). Their condition essentially 
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says that both the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of C,TC, tend to 
infinity in the same order as n. This condition puts strict restriction on the 
growth rate of C :C,, . In this note, we establish the strong consistency of the 
solution of (1.3) under the following conditions on the design matrix: 
lcijl GM for all i, j, where M is a positive constant, (1.8) 
&r(C%)) is bounded 
nmin(c~cn> ’ 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
whereg:R,+R, is a nondecreasing function satisfying 
I 
Co 
g-‘(t) dt < co (1.11) 
c 
for some c > 0. 
For example, one can take g(t) = t(‘+‘)‘*, 6 > 0. 
Conditions (1.8) and (1.9) imply that both &,,,,(C,‘C,) and &(CiC,,) go 
to 0~) in an order not faster than n. The growth rate, however, can be very 
slow. For example, if we take g(t) = t (‘+‘)‘*, 6 > 0, then (1.10) is equivalent 
to the boundedness of [n,,,(C~C,)]“‘““2/~,i,(C,‘C,). This kind of 
condition had appeared in Wu [ 131 and Christopeit and Helmes [3] for 
establishing the strong consistency of the least-squares estimators in 
nonlinear models and linear regression models with stochastic regression 
matrices, respectively. For the latter case, the condition has been weakened 
to “&,,i,(C,‘C,) + co and log &,,,,(C,‘C,) = o@,,,(C,‘C,)) as.” by Lai and 
Wei [lo]. See also Chen et al. [2] and Solo [ 121 for other conditions on the 
ratios of eigenvalues in related topics. 
With suitable choice of 8, the strong consistency of the scale equivariant 
solution of (1.4) also follows. 
A variant of Lemma A of Wu [ 131 will be crucial in our development. 
This lemma, proved by Kuelbs, shows the almost sure uniform convergence 
to zero of a sequence of random functions. Let C(S) be the Banach space of 
continuous real-valued functions defined on a compact subset S of the 
Euclidean space RP, with the supremum norm ]] ]JtO. Define Lip(S) = 
{x E C(S) : A(x) = SUP~+~ Ix(s) - x(t)l/lls - tll < co } where ]] ]] is the 
Euclidean norm, and for any x E Lip(S), define ]]x]]~ =/i(x) + Ix(a)], where 
a is some fixed point in S. Then one crucial fact used in Kuelbs’ proof is that 
there exists a constant A < co such that for all n, 
‘IIXl + “. +X,llz,~A ~ EI(XilJ~, (1.12) 
i=l 
whenever X, ,..., X, are independent Lip(S)-valued random variables with 
mean zero. This inequality will be used in our proof. 
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2. STRONG CONSISTENCY 
We assume (1.8), (1.9), (l.lO), and the following: 
Eyl(X) = 0, where X has distribution F. (2.1) 
v/ is bounded, say, ] w(x)] < a for all x. (2.2) 
tq is nondecreasing. (2.3) 
] w(x) - w(y)] < ,f3 /x --y ] for all x, y, where /3 is a constant. (2.4) 
There exist positive numbers b, c, and d such that 
[v(u+z)--(u)]/z>dif ]u]<c and ]z]<<. (2.5) 
q = F(c) - F(-c) > 0. P-6) 
The above conditions are satisfied by many commonly used w  functions; 
for example, let F be symmetric about zero and 
I 
ax for ]x]<c, 
v(x) = ace for x>co, where a, co > 0. 
-ace for x<-co 
The main result of this note is the following: 
THEOREM. Assume (1.8), (1.9), (l.lO), and (2.1) through (2.6). Then the 
solution 8, of (1.3) is a strongly consistent estimator of 0. 
ProoJ It is enough to consider the case where the true parameter 9 = 0. 
LetS={O:]]fl]]=s), h w  ere 6 is a fixed positive number. For each i, define 
x,(e) = w(yi - cp) c;e - E[~(Y~ - c;e) c;e]. 
Then it is clear that X , ,..., X, are independent Lip(S)-valued random 
variables with mean zero. Indeed, by (2.2) and (2.4), for any 0,) 8, E S, 
IXi(eJ - XiPdl < I W(Yi - 0,) 04 - V(Yi - 0,) m 
+ 1 W(yi - $8,) cp, - v/(Yi - c,‘e,) c,‘e,i 
+ E IW(yi - c~f3,) c& - W(yi - $3,) cre,l 
+ E I v/(yi - c,‘e,) $0, - W(yi - $I,) c,‘e,l 
~~~Ilcillll~~-~~IJ+2P~~~Ilcil11~~~-~~1~~ 
and for any 0 E S, 
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Thus 
llXillL&2allcill 6+2allcill + 2PsfiMIlcill 
=211Cil((ad+a+P6&M) 
= 2M1 IIcill* 
We claim that 
=o with probability one. (2.7) a, 
To prove (2.7), by Kronecker’s lemma, we need only to show that 
(2.8) 
converges with probability one in C(S), which in turn will follow from the 
convergence in mean square. (Ito and Nisio [7]). By (1.12) 
E 6 
II 
xi 2 
iTm g(tr cfci) /I 
<A T’ E llxillZ 
cc iym gytr CTC,) 
<4AM: 2 llcil12 g-*(tr CrCi) 
i=m 
=4AM: c (trC’C[-trCiT_,Ci-,)g-*(trCfCi) 
i=m 
< 4AM: I 
trc;c, 
g-‘(t) dt, 
tq-,C,-, 
which converges to zero as m, n -+ co. Therefore, (2.7) is proven. Note that 
we used the fact that tr CrCn = JJr=r llcill*. 
On the other hand, if 6 is chosen so that & M6 < b, then 
Ei iy(yi-cf ) T = ,e c,fl E i [V(Yi-CCre>-W(Yi>ICFe 
i=l i=l 
(by (2.1)) 
= E + 
4 
w(Yi - c?V - V(Yi) 
-c;e I 
1-(c,e)2 1 
I 
i=l 
< -dq 5 (c;e)* 
i=l 
(by (2.3), (2.5), and (2.6)) 
= -dqeTc;cne. 
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Then 
5 W(yi - COO) c,‘e 
i=l 
< liy+zp zp{---dgB’CiC,O/g(tr CiC,)} 
< li~-~P(-d4s2~,i,(C,TC,)/g(trC,TC,)} 
&-A,, 
where A, is some positive constant. The last inequality follows from 
assumption (1.10). Therefore, by (2.7) and the definition of Xi, with 
probability one, one has 
i w(yi - c;ee> 11811-l sc;e 
i=l 
= ,cl w(yi - 6-l 11811 c,Te*) c;e* 
< i w(yi-c;e*)c;e*. 
i=l 
The last inequality follows from the increasing monotonicity of w  and the 
fact that 6-l l]t3]] > 1. Thus with probability one, 
liF+s,“p suf, 
[ 
i I&V~ - c,‘e) llell-1 sc,re g(tr c;c,) < - +. (2.10) 
i=l II 
A solution 8 of (1.3) must also satisfy 
I 
2 w(yi - c;e) 1le11-1 sc,re g(tr C,‘C,) = 0. 
i=l Ii 
Therefore, by (2.10), for any 6 > 0, p[lim SUP~+~ )I @,]I < 61 = 1. It follows 
that p[8, + 0] = 1. The proof is complete. 1 
Remark. For many v, with proper choice of 8, the solution to (1.4) is 
also strongly consistent. For example, if, in addition to the assumptions in 
Section 2. 
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v(x) = a, if x>b, 
and (2.11) 
v(x)=--a, if xc-b,, 
where a, and b, are constants, and there is available an estimator B of scale 
such that a^(ay, ,..., ay,) = 1 u ] a( y, ,..., y,), and 
p[lim sup 8, < co and lim infa^, > 0] = 1, 
“-0Z n-m 
(2.12) 
then the solution to (1.4) is strongly consistent provided that (2.1) is 
changed to 
v(x) = -WC-X> for all x and F is symmetric about zero, (2.1’) 
and (2.6) is changed to 
F(6) -F(4) > 0 for all 6 > 0. (2.6’) 
An outline of proof is as follows. For any 6 > 0 and b > a > 0, let 
S(&a,b)={(8,a):]~0~]=&a<a<b}.Foreachi,define 
Then by (1.8), (2.2), (2.4), and (2.1 I), X,, X, ,..., X, are Lip(S)-valued 
random variables with I]Xilll. GM* ](cJ for some M* > 0. Thus (2.7) still 
holds. On the other hand, by (2.1’), (2.5), and (2.6’), there exists a positive 
number ,U such that 
for all (e,o) C S(6; a, b). 
BY (1.1% 
lim sup SUP n+m (e.o)ES(S:a,b) 
E I$, w (yirc'e) c:eI/p(trC'C.)G-~~,~,* 
for some positive number A6,0,6. This is true for all 6 > 0 and b > a > 0. The 
rest of the previous proof clearly carries over. Condition (2.12) holds, e.g., if 
6, converges almost surely to a positive number. 
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